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With a minimalistic appeal and yet carefully 
planned down to the smallest detail, intaro is the 
comfortable proof that less really can be more. 
The wardrobe, which can be designed entirely to 
your wishes, offers comfort in the usual interlübke 
quality and endless designs. 

There are countless possibilities for leaving 
everyday life behind and that also include 
wonderfully tidy interiors. The outside lacquered 
in snow-white or in one of 27 other colours, with 
one of three handle variants that can be further 
customised as desired and in three heights, 
two widths and one depth, the options for using 
your future companion are as varied as they are 
discreet – for more peace, for clarity and for the 
really important things in life.

intaro
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Pure on the outside and inside –  
down to the smallest detail.

Clarity at a glance. High-quality 
lacquered interiors, concealed back 
panel fasteners and one piece back 
panels including with wardrobe 
elements with double doors – even on 
the inside there are no technical details 
to distract from the puristic appeal. 

Flexible interior compartments and 
the integrated lighting in the sides 
of the wardrobe ensure the optimum 
and comfortable use of the available 
storage space.
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One that offers space  
for you and your personal 
items – endless, weightless.

Subtle elegance in the hall. Tone-in-
tone with the wardrobe doors, the 
handle strips inset in the front edges are 
unobtrusive. Continuous and set back, 
the plinth of only 2.5 cm in height gives 
the wardrobe a gently floating look. So 
lilu can come to the fore with an oval 
mirror and backlit angled shelf unit.
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Understated and  
yet spacious  
at the same time.

Whether as an accent or in the same 
colour as the fronts, an L-shaped 
profiled handle on the front edge will 
give your wardrobe an entirely unique 
character. With double doors on the 
right as standard, and available on the 
left for a surcharge.

The black blouse or perhaps the blue 
one today? Light profiles integrated 
in the sides of the wardrobe will help 
you to choose your outfit. Concealed 
cables add to the flexibility in the interior 
compartments.
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Order in its purest form 
with details that delight.

The interior appeals for its clarity and 
comfort at the highest level. Perforated 
rails in the sides of the wardrobe that are 
lacquered on the inside provide plenty 
of flexibility without the usual drill holes. 
Insert shelves, hanging rails, pull-out 
shelves or drawers are easy to attach, 
and can also be moved or added to later 
on. And the warm white lighting on the 
sides provides deep insights. Making it a 
pleasure to be organised.
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1 Insert shelf with hanging rail

2 Hanging rail attached to perforated rail

3 Pull-out hanging rail

4 Interior drawer with shelf

5 Insert shelf

6 Pull-out shelf

7 Pull-out shelf with shoe rack

8 Wardrobe wall lighting

9 Interior mirror on inside of door

10 Centre panel

Features

3 HEIGHTS 231,0 243,0 267,0 cm

2 WIDTHS* 48,0 98,0 cm

* Plus middle walls 2.0 cm or outside walls 2.0 cm

1 DEPTH 65,2 cm (incl. door)

Concept
Pure on the outside, a classic shape, 
and all in the usual interlübke quality 
and endless design in three heights, two 
widths and one depth, intaro provides 
the perfect storage solution for your 
home. Whether in a pure snow-white of 
the basic features or any of 27 colours 
and with the additional of three handle 
variants, your individually designed 
wardrobe will appeal for the clear looks 
of both the outside and the inside, and 
with a flexible interior in snow-white or 
silver-grey metallic.

Whether with insert shelves, hanging 
rails, interior drawers, pull-out shelves, 
pull-out hanging rails or centre panels – 
the features of your choice are all 
secured to the exclusive perforated 
rails. They remain adjustable at a fine 
distance of 2.5 cm, and can be added to 
at any time without leaving any unused 
drill holes. And independently of that, 
the optional side lighting will brighten 
the interior of your new wardrobe.
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Matt lacquers for doors, outer sides and handles

Matt lacquers for body and interior

Individual and customised 
lacquers are available for doors, 

handles and outer sides.

Handles
Not only a delight to the touch, but 
also a fundamental design feature: the 
handles for your wardrobe. Choose from 
three different shapes, available either 
tone-in-tone with the colour of the front 
for a subtle light and shadow play, or as 
a highlight in an accent colour.

Handle strip integrated in the front edge.  
Always on the right door with double doors.

dot handle design: Hanne Willmann
dot handle on the right door as standard with double 
doors. Available on both sides for a surcharge.

Profiled handle on the right door as standard 
with double doors. Available on both sides for a 
surcharge.

M02
kristallweiß /  
crystal white

M03
schneeweiß /  
snow white

M06
alabaster

M08
greige

M14
platin / platinum

M16
elephant

M21
anthrazit / anthracite

M23
muschel / shell

M24
flintgrau / flint-grey

M29
nebel / mist

M36
kitt / mastic

M37
manor

M38
capparis

M39
kardamom / cardamom

M40
masala

M41
burgund / burgundy

M42
malve / mallow

M44
guave / guava

M49
rosenquarz /  
rose quartz

M80
laguna

M81
bahia

M82
atlantic

M22
onyx

M83
navy

M11
silbergrau metallic /  
silver-grey metallic

M10
bronze metallic

M09
gold metallic

M13
alu metallic /  
aluminum metallic

M03
schneeweiß /  
snow white

M11
silbergrau metallic /  
silver-grey metallic
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